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DIGITAL PROGRAMME

WELCOME

It’s been over twelve months since we closed our
doors and ceased live performance. We were
lucky enough to reopen briefly in October with
Birmingham Royal Ballet’s Lazuli Sky before being
closed once again due to local lockdowns. It’s
been an extremely challenging period for theatres
across the country, including The REP, but we are
delighted to finally welcome back our audiences.
Today, I’m excited to welcome you to our main
auditorium for the premiere of Lightpost Theatre
Company’s Constructed. The show sold out in
less than 3 hours when it originally went on sale
in The DOOR and it’s fantastic to now see this
talented group of young men take to our main
stage.
Lightpost Theatre Company are a hugely important
part of our artistic programme here at The REP
and I am thrilled to be watching tonight, as they
make their main stage debut. The company uses
theatre as a gateway to create new plays of social
and historical importance and originated as part
of Shifting the Dial – a programme you can read
more about on page 17.
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We are also tremendously excited to be celebrating
50 years in our home on Centenary Square this
Autumn. The 50th season is testament to the whole
company’s determination and desire to share the
amazing event of live theatre with our audiences
again, and we can’t wait to welcome everyone back
- back to entertainment, to debate, to laughter, and
to the sheer joy of experiencing the excitement that
being part of a great night out brings.
With best wishes
Sean Foley
Artistic Director

Greetings, we hope you’re all well.  
CJ Lloyd Webley was invited to write a play for the
previous Lightpost cohort, based on the theme
of royalty and pride. At the time, the company
were developing an improvisation which explored
Egyptian history and the ancestry of those from the
African and Caribbean diaspora. The inspiration for
Constructed came when CJ thought about more
current events that have shaped British culture. This
progressed into a conversation around those from
the Windrush generation who came to help rebuild
Britain after the war. The group acknowledged that
they had not seen many black people working on
construction sites, which historically would have
been commonplace for many black people. In
addition, members were unaware of any structures
that their ancestors had helped to build. Through
Constructed, CJ explores ideas around the social
constructs of Britain, and the foundations that have
resulted in many of us not knowing as much as we
should about our heritage.
Lightpost Theatre Company have worked tirelessly
throughout the pandemic to ensure Constructed
was ready to be viewed by live audiences. Three
postponements unfortunately saw many of our
previous cohort of members pull out of the show
due to University and other commitments outside

of their control. Despite this, newly appointed
Lead Artists CJ and Mathias persevered behind
the scenes, utilising social media to recruit new
members from across the West Midlands region. A
high number of rehearsals were carried out through
Zoom virtual conferencing, which was challenging
but kept the piece fresh in everyone’s minds until
we were able to resume sessions in person.
Constructed was initially set to be premiered in
The DOOR, however tickets sold out in just a few
hours and there was a long waiting list. We were
then upgraded to the STUDIO space and were
ecstatic to hear we had sold out again. Due to
popular demand, The REP and the wider Shifting
the Dial partnership invested time and resources in
our production so that we could premiere the show
in the Main House...which has sold out again. We
are overwhelmed and truly honoured to know so
many of you have come out to support us. We hope
you enjoy the show.  
Sit back and find out what happens when a
brotherhood of co-workers are tested to their
absolute limits.
CJ Lloyd Webley & Mathias André
Lightpost Theatre Company
Lead Artists
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ABOUT
As a group of dedicated construction workers face the prospect of yet another temporary site
manager on their failing construction site, tempers flare as they struggle to find a way to work their
way up when their company seems determined to keep them down.
When thousands of pounds worth of tools are stolen, relationships are strained even further and company
manager Marlon decides to bring his son onto the site as an ‘undercover’ apprentice. As fingers are
pointed and paranoia sets in, the brotherhood of co-workers are tested to their absolute limits.
What’s hiding behind the banter and will anyone speak up?
Performed by Lightpost Theatre Company and written by Lead Artist CJ Lloyd Webley, Constructed
explores the culture of working class Black men in Britain. This comic new play unpicks the challenges
that face manual workers, both on site and at home, and asks if anything can be built properly when the
foundations are faulty.

“This whole
brotherhood thing,
the banter, the laughs.
That’s what I live for…
I’m not prepared to
give it up. This place.
This team…”
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WATCH
THE TRAILER
HERE
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CAST
Jerome Chambers - Benson
Jerome Chambers is a recent graduate from Birmingham Ormiston
Academy, where he trained with companies such as Frantic Assembly. His
previous credits include work at The Old Rep and Edinburgh Fringe Festival.
He is thrilled to be a part of Lightpost and performing at The REP.
His future aspirations are to work on his craft and to be established within
the industry.

James Nicholson - Marlon
James Cassius Nicholson is a creative from Birmingham who prides his
work on stories that change the narrative of young males.
He is an Actor and Writer with great ambitions and has worked within film
and theatre.
His future aspirations are to work in the UK and US, building a catalogue
of productions from stage to screen and becoming a recognisable name in
years to come.
Brandon Hinds - Devon
Brandon Hinds is a student in his final year of sixth form. He’s been involved
in theatre at The REP for the past 5 years, having previously been a part
of The Young REP company. Most notably, he played the role of Gabriel
Utterson in their 2019 production of Jekyll And Hyde.
Constructed marks his seventh play at The REP.
His future aspirations include improving his skills as a graphic designer and
an all-round creative, as well as studying biology at university.

Jerome Scott - Rodney
Jerome Scott is a creative from Birmingham, exploring his creativity through
forms of acting, writing and movement. He has performed at The REP, The
Crescent and the National Theatre.
He is working towards becoming established within the industry so he can
create spaces for others. Outside of this, he works with young offenders
with the aim to encourage them to explore their own creative interests.

Cory
McClane - Davies
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Cory McClane is a mad man and enthusiastic actor who so far has had a
promising acting career with BBC, London Met Film School and various
theatres across the country.
His future aspirations are to create his own drama school in Mexico and
produce a musical with only dolphins - the first aquatic performance!
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Janeel Brown - Chris / Ethan
Janeel Brown is a freelance drama practitioner/performer from Birmingham.
He is currently studying for a BA (Hons) in Applied Performance
(Community and Education) at the Royal Birmingham Conservatoire where
he will graduate at the end of this month.
His credits include working as an assistant director/facilitator on Beatfreek’s
Theatre for Democracy project in 2020, working with young people
using theatre to give them a voice in politics. He is currently completing a
theatre producing internship for the research and development phase of a
project called Platform Tales, which will be shown during the Birmingham
Commonwealth Games 2022.
Following the completion of his degree, Janeel hopes to pursue a portfolio
career as a Drama Therapist/Occupational Therapist running his own private
practice, as well as devising theatre and directing films with marginalised
and disadvantaged communities, giving a voice to the homeless, refugees
and those within the criminal justice system.

Ibrahim Ibrahim - Cal
Ibrahim Ibrahim graduated from The Birmingham Theatre School.
His career in acting has been promising, appearing in a number of
Shakespearean productions. In his 4-year acting career, Ibrahim has worked
with The RSC, The REP, BBC, and many more. Currently, he is doing a
BBC iPlayer series called Warrior which will be coming out next year.
His future aspirations are to carry on what he loves doing and making a
name for himself.

Orion Martin - Bill
Orion is a young drama practitioner and aspiring actor from Birmingham that
has worked within film and drama.
His career started at the age of 7 and has continued to grow, performing in
theatres such as The Crescent Theatre, The Old Rep, The Blue Orange and
The REP. His screen credits include adverts for Barnardo’s and other youth
projects. He has also appeared on ITV, Sky, and Olive TV.
His future aspirations are to work as a professional TV/film actor and to make a
name for himself, whilst doing what he’s passionate about in the years to come.

Ahmed Adam - Wade
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Ahmed is a student currently experimenting with writing and acting. Having
very minor experience in the creative industry, he is looking to continue
developing his skillset.
He is aiming to be able to provide children in war-torn countries with a safe
environment as well as good quality education.
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CREATIVES
CJ Webley - Writer / Co-Director
CJ Lloyd Webley is a socially-minded writer and business activist. He
majored in Theatre and Performance at The University of Warwick and
received a Master of Arts in Creative Writing (Playwriting & Screenwriting)
from City University of London. His first play, Shadows received 4 & 5-star
reviews and was regarded “smart as hell” by London City Nights. CJ
has written and produced plays at esteemed theatre venues like Soho,
Leicester Square, Brockley Jack Studio and The REP. His career spans
creative arts, business and social justice initiatives. As the Founder of
Sorrel Park Theatrical Limited, CJ has delivered staff training and creative
writing workshops to pupils with learning and behavioural difficulties.
CJ has completed the prestigious Regional Theatre Young Director
Scheme and the Common Purpose leadership programme. He is part
of the Tamasha Playwrights alumni, as well as being shortlisted for the
Adopt a Playwright Award, selected for Criterion Theatre’s New Writing
Programme and most recently BBC Writers Room. CJ has also been
nominated for the Acumen Global Leaders Fellowship and awarded a
place on the SSE Black Social Entrepreneurs Futures programme.
CJ has established strong cross-sectoral links between The REP and
business world, influencing key industry leaders to support black creators
through The Black Pounds Project, which fundraised over £6000 in under
a month. CJ has spoken to over 700 guests at events hosted by Natwest,
British Business Bank, Labour Business Relations and Finance & Leasing
Association (FLA). CJ’s social innovation has been widely recognised
by national and regional radio and media outlets like BBC WM, Free
Radio, Solihull Radio, Switch, Big City, the Birmingham Post and Mail,
The Voice and Greater Birmingham Chamber. CJ has also created press
opportunities for REP staff as a member of ITV Central Inclusion and
Diversity panel.
CJ has facilitated 50 drama workshops and organised visits from
professional actors such as Sir Lenny Henry and Adrian Lester.

Mathias André - Co-Director / Movement Director / Steve
Mathias André is co-director of Lightpost Theatre. After graduating from
the University of Wolverhampton with a BA Hons Drama degree, Mathias
began to pursue a career in acting with credits in TV, film and theatre. He
is represented by top Birmingham agency Bazan Talent Agency.
Specialising in movement and physical theatre, Mathias draws huge
influence from his early years of dance training, which is apparent in the
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he produces. Being part of Lightpost since its inception in 2015, and
now leading the company along with writer CJ Lloyd Webley, has allowed
him to pursue a more directorial avenue whilst continuing his acting career.
Outside of Lightpost, Mathias also works as a graphic designer
specialising in logo and web design as well as art and painting.
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CREATIVES continued
Kevin Michael Reed - Designer
Kevin Michael Reed is a theatre director and designer exploring the intersection of art and technology
in performance. His production credits in theatre include producer, director, playwright, dramaturg and
Lighting & AV designer. He was a dancer and performer into early adulthood; for 15 years, he ran an
award-winning fashion photography and motion capture studio in New York City's garment district before
returning to theatre.
Recent directing credits include: X by Alistair McDowall (The Lir), Shadows by Carguil L.G. Webley
(Squire Lane Theatrical / Theatro Technis), and Version 2.0 by Kashyap Raja (Squire Lane Theatrical
/ Leicester Square Theatre). Recent collaborators, in various roles, include: The Lir (Blood Wedding),
Equinox Theatre Company (We All Come From Somewhere), Corn Exchange / Dublin Fringe Festival
(Bodies of Water), Pan Pan Platform / AOB Arts Management (Symphony of Worms), Asylum
Productions / Abbey Theatre (The Big Chapel X), Gerrard Martin Dance Company / AndWhat Queer
Arts Festival (B), and Tenth Muse Productions / Omnibus Theatre London (Beauty & The Beast, a new
adaptation).
In April 2020, he founded TheatreMaker.ie, and its weekly live webcast Stage Door Live. During the
Covid-19 Pandemic, he has been consulting and technical directing live streamed productions for various
theatre companies throughout Ireland, including Axis Ballymun (The Windy Lady’s Christmas Live
Stream), The Lir (Eclipsed, The Unreturning, Salome, Wish List, Image of an Unknown Young Woman),
Dublin Arts & Human Rights Festival, Carlow Arts Festival, and KCAT Arts Centre.
Kevin holds a Bachelor of Fine Arts in Photography from the Fashion Institute of Technology (SUNY),
a Master of Arts in Playwriting from City, University of London, and a Master of Fine Arts in Theatre
Directing from The Lir, National Academy of Dramatic Art (Dublin).
Simon Bond - Lighting Designer
Simon is a Lighting Technician at Birmingham Repertory Theatre.
Lighting designs for Birmingham Repertory Theatre include: A Thousand Splendid Suns, The Hundred And
One Dalmatians, Rebus, Orange Polar Bear, The Capital, To Sir, With Love, Looking For John, The Quiet
House, The Rotters’ Club, Of Mice And Men, Never Try This At Home, Finger Trigger Bullet Gun, Circles,
Come Heavy Sleep, Hopelessly Devoted, The Legend of Mike Smith, Europa, Wounded, Hip Hope Hero,
Cling To Me Like Ivy, Gravity, Looking For Yoghurt, The Just Price Of Flowers and Notes To Future Self.
For Birmingham School of Acting: Mary Queen Of Scots Got Her Head Chopped Off, Punk Rock, The
Misanthrope, Duchess Of Malfi, Cloud 9, Hayfever, Dracula and Hedda Gabler.
For Custom Practice: A Midsummer Night’s Dream and As You Like It.
For Pentabus Theatre: White Open Spaces and Strawberry Fields.
Clive Meldrum - Sound Designer
Sound Designs for Birmingham Repertory Theatre include: Blue/Orange, Stuff, Elephant, I Knew
You, To Sir, With Love, The Quiet House, The Rotters’ Club, Folk, Unknown Male, The Mother, Tweet
Tweet, Hopelessly Devoted, Respect,
Cling To Me Like Ivy, Last Easter, How To Tell The Monsters From
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The Misfits, Bulletproof Soul and Looking For Yoghurt.
Credits for University of Birmingham include: The Red Vial and The Visit.
Clive is also a Visiting Lecturer at University of Birmingham.
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Ebrahim Nazier - Associate Designer
Ebrahim Nazier strives along an unconventional creative path to make spaces that enhance the environments
they inhabit. He is a spatial designer, musician, filmmaker and seamster who emigrated to England from South
Africa in 2011.
As an architectural technologist, Ebrahim spent a decade working in commercial, industrial and
residential architecture in Cape Town, London and Birmingham. His expertise in spatial design and
construction remains with him across disciplines in his theatre and installation work. Since 2015, Ebrahim
has held posts as Head of Technical Design and Head of Workshops at Birmingham Repertory Theatre
where he has designed technical structures for a multitude of productions including One Love: The
Bob Marley Musical, Nativity! The Musical and What Shadows. He has also designed sets for REP
productions Scenes from A Brummie Iliad, Foundry Festival and Romeo And Juliet.
Ebrahim works as a designer with Cloud Cuckoo Land, Friction Arts and Artists On The Edge and plays
music with Into The Zoetrope.
Lauren Marie - Voice Coach
Lauren Marie is a voice instructor and language tutor. With a Bachelors in Japanese and Linguistics
and a Masters in Professional Voice Practise, Lauren brings her knowledge of phonetics, language, and
mindfulness into her practise, drawing influences from Butoh and Surrealism into her workshops, with a
focus on extreme vocal use.
Hannan Finnegan - Stage Manager
Eleanor Deeley - Deputy Stage Manager
Ruth Morgan - Production Manager
With thanks to…
Kris Askey for show image, portrait and rehearsal photography, Hannah Kelly for production photography,
Tyrone Huggins, Keiren Hamilton-Amos, Sir Lenny Henry, Adrian Lester, Madeleine Kludje, Amit
Sharma, Hazel Beckford, Ajjaz Awad-Ibrahim and Elijah McDowell.
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Q&A WITH

CJ LLOYD WEBLEY
“I am inspired
by people who aren’t
afraid to challenge
the status quo”
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READ OUR FULL INTERVIEW WITH CJ HERE
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Q&A WITH

MATHIAS ANDRÉ
“Lightpost is a
legacy that we leave
behind for others to
follow and one day
lead themselves”
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READ OUR FULL INTERVIEW WITH MATHIAS HERE
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In Rehearsals
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In Rehearsals
continued
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Shifting the Dial
Shifting the Dial is a ground-breaking 3-year project
to promote positive mental health among young
African Caribbean men in Birmingham generously
funded by The National Lottery Community Fund.
The project uses cultural activities including drama and
spoken word to encourage young black men to discuss
and explore mental health issues and build resilience
through promoting wellbeing, improving self-esteem
and encouraging personal development. Shifting the
Dial aims to increase economic opportunities, raise
mental health awareness and encourage inclusion
whilst addressing the weathering effects of racism,
discrimination, negative self-image and invisibility. The
REP is proud to partner with the Centre for Mental
Health, First Class Nation and Birmingham and Solihull
Mental Health Trust to deliver this ambitious project for
young black men across the region and beyond.
For more information please email
samina.beckford@birmingham-rep.co.uk
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About
The REP

Birmingham Repertory Theatre is the only producing
theatre in the UK’s Second City. The oldest building-based
theatre company in the UK, The REP has an unparalleled
pioneering history and has been at the forefront of theatre in
this country for over 100 years.
The REP’s mission is to create artistically ambitious popular
18
theatre for, by and with the people of Birmingham and the
wider world. The commissioning and production of new work
lies at the core of The REP’s programme and over the last 15
years, the company has produced more than 130 new plays.
As well as presenting over 60 productions on its three stages
every year, the theatre tours its productions nationally
and internationally.
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About
Lightpost
In 2015, Birmingham Repertory Theatre took part in an initial pilot scheme Up My Street, a partnership project
funded by Mind, to help strengthen mental health in young black men through theatre. This scheme was
developed in response to statistics that show young black men in the UK are much more likely to develop
serious mental illness than any other demographic.
Motivated by the scheme, participants formed Lightpost Theatre Company.
Addressing the effects of racism, discrimination, negative self-image and invisibility, Lightpost Theatre
Company helps to strengthen the mental health resilience and wellbeing of those involved, improve self-belief,
raise mental health awareness, assist personal development, and encourage inclusion and friendship.
With three years’ funding from the National Lottery Community Fund, as part of the Shifting The Dial
project, Lightpost Theatre Company has since welcomed hundreds of participants aged 18-26 from across
the West Midlands who have gone on to create their own productions, perform to sell-out audiences, gain
employment and training within the industry and create new leaders for a new generation of members.

CLICK HERE TO
FIND OUT WHAT’S
NEXT FOR
LIGHTPOST!

In Memoriam
In loving memory of Lloyd Burgher, a devoted husband, father, grandfather and friend.  
CJ’s Grandfather, Lloyd was extremely supportive and watched all of CJ’s19performances throughout school,
university and even travelled to London to see the premiere of his first play Shadows. Lloyd used to take
time out of his schedule to drive CJ to Lightpost sessions every Thursday, back when he was a member in
2014. Lloyd took an active interest in CJ’s work, and although he was a man of few words, you could always
feel the love. CJ’s fondest memories of his grandfather were when he sang Danny Boy at his 21st birthday
party, and when he took him and his older brother to play bowls for the first time. Constructed was the last
thing CJ spoke to his grandfather about, and was really hoping he would get the chance to see it. Sadly, Lloyd
won’t get to see the play, but will always be remembered for his legacy.
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